2020 No Bull 1000 Changes
Smoky Valley Archers has added another known distance class, Super Senior Known. We have also increased
the entry fee for Known 40 from $15 to $20, but we have also increased the payout from 30% to 50%. The
restrictions on back bars for the fixed pin classes have been removed. Due to the ever increasing costs and
increasing cut backs on donations from manufacturers, we are increasing the number of competitors in a class to
10 in order for the class to be eligible for a new bow for first place, except the Youth Class. The Youth Class
will remain at a minimum of 5. We will also be offering added money to the shoot-offs for any classes hitting a
set number of shooters marking growth for the class. We have decided to pay the top 4 teams, in the Team
Shoot, if we get more than 20 teams. Lastly, discounts for pre-registration will only be given to paid preregistrations. Below are the changes in their entirety. The complete set of rules can be obtained through our
website at www.svarchers.com.

1. Super Senior Known
a. Shooters may use any legal 3D archery equipment
b. 40 yard max. (Orange Stake)
c. Must be at least 60 years of age as of the first day of competition.
2. Known 40 is designed to be an entry level, more for fun, class. This class will NOT have the traditional No
Bull prize packages or a shoot-off. This class will have a payback based solely on the class participation. This
class will be open to any legal 3D equipment. Cost for this class will be $20 with no pre-registration discount.
Payback will be 50% of the class registration, rounded to the nearest dollar. We will add one additional place
for every 5 shooters entered.
3. Front stabilizer lengths must be 12” or less with the exception of a factory front mount string suppressor or
stabilizer knuckle. A rear stabilizer or back bar system (v-bar) may be used with no restriction on bar length.
4. A minimum of 10 shooters is required for any class to be awarded a new bow for first place except the Youth
Class. The Youth Class must have a minimum of 5 shooters.
5. The following added money will be awarded in the shoot-offs to the classes hitting the number of paid
registrations: MENS OPEN (25/$100); SENIOR OPEN (25/$100); NOVICE OPEN (15/$50); K45 (35/$200);
LADIES KNOWN (15/$50); MENS HUNTER (35/$200); NOVICE HUNTER (35/$200); LADIES HUNTER
(15/$50); YOUTH (15/$50); TRADITIONAL (15/%50).
6. In order to receive the $10 pre-registration discount, registration must be paid in-full by April 17, 2020.

Team Shoot
1. This is a separate 10 target 3D archery course set up on previous No Bull 1000 courses to help shooters get a
real sense of what they might see on the official courses.
2. Teams will be drawn at random with the goal to create evenly matched teams based on class competition.
3. Entry fee is $15 of which $10 goes into the winnings. The top 2 teams will be paid up to 10 teams. The top 3
teams will be paid if there are more than 10 teams. The top 4 teams will be paid if there are more than 20 teams.
4. The team shoot will take place on Friday, May 1st at 6:00 p.m.
5. All participants must be registered and paid no later than 3:00 p.m. on Friday, May 1st.
6. Each team member will shoot 1 arrow at each target.
7. Teams will decide their own shooting rotation.
8. All individual team member scores will be recorded on the score card.
9. Each team will be allowed to drop its lowest score per target.
10. This is a known distance course. Coaching amongst team members is allowed.

